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1. Bollard idea with meadow feature at Manor Fields

2. Corten archways uplighting at The Social by Vincent Landscapes Inc. in Austin, Texas

3. Simple corten steel archway with possibility to integrate solar lighting.

4. Pictorial meadows - woodland edge mix

5. Pictorial meadows - woodland edge mix
Phase 2 - Entrances & Access

- **Existing trees**
- **Improved view into park**
- **Viburnum - white flowering - enhanced woodland edge**
- **New improved surface treatment**
- **1 x removable bollard**
- **Small stone bollards to replace existing**

Sheffield City Council - Ponderosa AP Improvements
1. & 2. Wet stone wall feature with metal work by Chris Campbell TDE Design Ltd. at Manor Fields, Sheffield. Metal artwork acts as gateway feature to park.

3. Pictorial meadows - native mix

4. Wet stone wall feature with planting - Edward Street Park, Sheffield
Phase 2 - Entrances & Access

Existing group of trees

Existing vegetation - cut back

Existing tarmac path

Native meadow mix

New tarmac path

Improved existing path - brick dust

Existing vegetation

Existing tarmac path
1. Management technique at Manor Fields directs movement and could also act as a gateway feature to channel visitors into the Ponderosa.

2. & 3. Rock features at Manor Fields add vertical elements of interest. Allow long grass around base of stone.

4. Pictorial meadows - woodland edge mix

5. Pictorial meadows - native mix
Phase 2 - **Entrances & Access**

- Existing group of trees
- Existing group of trees
- Woodland Edge meadow
- Wet stone wall seating
- Native meadow mix
- Brick dust path

Sheffield City Council - *Ponderosa AP Improvements*
MINOR IMPROVEMENTS
Ideas & Locations

Key Themes: Stone markers / wet stone walls / meadow seeding / enhanced woodland edge
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MINOR IMPROVEMENTS

Designs

Ponderosa

Paths for Improvements

Proposed New Path
Phase 3 - Paths & Access

NEW PATH
Non-accessible

Paths for Improvements
Proposed New Path